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Shadows Of A Literary Dialect
I. What is Personification? Sometimes the sun smiles, the wind whispers to the trees, and the
shadows of the leaves dance in the wind. Although literally, the sun cannot smile, the leaves cannot
dance without legs, and the wind cannot whisper because it doesn’t have a mouth, we apply human
characteristics and create these metaphors to describe a scene.
Personification: Definition and Examples | LiteraryTerms.net
CACOPHONY (Greek, "bad sound"): The term in poetry refers to the use of words that combine
sharp, harsh, hissing, or unmelodious sounds.It is the opposite of euphony.. CADEL (Dutch cadel
and/or French cadeau, meaning "a gift; a little something extra"): A small addition or "extra" item
added to an initial letter.
Literary Terms and Definitions C - Carson-Newman College
I. What is a Metaphor? Metaphor (pronounced meh-ta-for) is a common figure of speech that makes
a comparison by directly relating one thing to another unrelated thing. Unlike similes, metaphors do
not use words such as “like” or “as” to make comparisons.
Metaphor: Definition and Examples | LiteraryTerms.net
Definition of Line Break. A line break is a poetic device that is used at the end of a line, and the
beginning of the next line in a poem.It can be employed without traditional punctuation.Also, it can
be described as a point wherein a line is divided into two halves.
Line Break - Definition and Examples of Literary Terms
Definition, Usage and a list of Personification Examples in common speech and literature.
Personification is a figure of speech in which a thing, an idea or an animal is given human
attributes.
Personification - Definition and Examples of Literary Terms
The Turks in Egypt, also referred to as Egyptian Turks, Turkish-Egyptians and Turco-Egyptians
(Arabic:  ﻣﺼﺮ ﺃﺗﺮﺍﻙTurkish: Mısır Türkleri) are Egyptian citizens of partial or full Turkish ancestry, who
are the descendants of settlers that arrived in the region during the rule of several Turkic dynasties,
including: the Tulunid (868–905), Ikhshidid (935–969), Zengid (1127 ...
Turks in Egypt - Wikipedia
VERSIFICATION IN ENGLISH POETRY. METER TYPES OF FEET. Each line of poetry may be divided into
metrical units known as feet. A foot is a group of syllables combined in one of several fixed
patterns.
VERSIFICATION IN ENGLISH POETRY - The Literary Link
African-American literature is the body of literature produced in the United States by writers of
African descent. It begins with the works of such late 18th-century writers as Phillis Wheatley.Before
the high point of slave narratives, African-American literature was dominated by autobiographical
spiritual narratives.
African-American literature - Wikipedia
A White Heron Questions and Answers - Discover the eNotes.com community of teachers, mentors
and students just like you that can answer any question you might have on A White Heron
A White Heron Questions and Answers - eNotes.com
Free STAAR English I Test Practice Questions. Test preparation help and sample high school English
I EOC questions.
Free STAAR English I High School Practice Test Questions
Canadian literature, the body of written works produced by Canadians.Reflecting the country’s dual
origin and its official bilingualism, the literature of Canada can be split into two major divisions:
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English and French. This article provides a brief historical account of each of these literatures.
Canadian literature | Britannica.com
Wayne Cooper. As used in the 1920’s, the term "New Negro" referred to more than the writers then
active in the Negro Renaissance.The New Negro also included the Negro masses and especially the
young. "For the younger generation," Alain Locke wrote in 1925, "is vibrant with a new psychology."
"Claude McKay and the New Negro of the 1920's"
Claude McKay, born Festus Claudius McKay, was a key figure in the Harlem Renaissance, a
prominent literary movement of the 1920s. His work ranged from vernacular verse celebrating
peasant life in Jamaica to poems challenging white authority in America, and from generally
straightforward tales of black life in both Jamaica and America to more philosophically ambitious
fiction addressing ...
Claude McKay | Poetry Foundation
African American literature - The rise of the New Negro: During the first two decades of the 20th
century, rampant racial injustices, led by weekly reports of grisly lynchings, gave strong impetus to
protest writing. From the editor’s desk of the Colored American Magazine, Pauline E. Hopkins wrote
novels, short stories, editorials, and social commentary in the early 1900s that attempted to ...
African American literature - The rise of the New Negro ...
Wives definition, plural of wife. See more. n. Old English wif "woman," from Proto-Germanic *wiban
(cf. Old Saxon, Old Frisian wif, Old Norse vif, Danish and Swedish viv, Middle Dutch, Dutch wijf, Old
High German wib, German Weib), of uncertain origin.Dutch wijf now means, in slang, "girl, babe,"
having softened somewhat from earlier sense of "bitch." ...
Wives | Define Wives at Dictionary.com
WALDEN. Economy. When I wrote the following pages, or rather the bulk of them, I lived alone, in
the woods, a mile from any neighbor, in a house which I had built myself, on the shore of Walden
Pond, in Concord, Massachusetts, and earned my living by the labor of my hands only.
Walden, by Henry David Thoreau - Project Gutenberg
Falls definition, a town in NE Pennsylvania, on the Susquehanna River. See more.
Falls | Define Falls at Dictionary.com
Play a game of Kahoot! here. Kahoot! is a free game-based learning platform that makes it fun to
learn – any subject, in any language, on any device, for all ages!
Kahoot! | Play this quiz now!
LEARN NC has been archived. The website for LEARN NC has been permanently archived at the
Internet Archive's Wayback Machine and NCPedia.. The lessons and resources you've been using for
years are still available to you! Scroll down for instructions on how to access those materials.
LEARN NC has been archived - soe.unc.edu
Alan Napier, Actor: Marnie. Alan Napier was born on January 7, 1903 in Kings Norton,
Worcestershire, England. Tall, distinguished-looking English character actor with aristocratic bearing
and precisely modulated voice. A cousin of the former British Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain,
he studied at the Royal Academy of Dramatic Art and spent his formative years as an actor ...
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